
 
 

Norwood Neighbourhood Plan Meeting 28th November 2017 
Breakout Groups’ Notes 

___________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Andre Burgess 
 
The specific proposals:  
 

• Not enough information in terms of impact, would like to see a profile section 
as viewed from different angles (e.g. main road) 

• Parking – no consideration to underground parking and the impact this will 
have on surrounding streets 

• Not enough accurate data on size of residential community - this possibly 
reflected a wider lack of application / taking community considerations into 
account 

• The design seems ugly / uninspired, with additional concerns over the height 
of the building 

• Connectivity, in particular how do they overcome the 3m height gap when 
heading towards the estate? 

• Is the office space proposed viable; and can it face both directions? 

• There is lack of trust in developer’s intentions 

• Concern that if this gets built it will define how the rest of the site 18 area 
evolves. 

 
Site 18 general comments: 
 

• Concerns that Lambeth cannot be trusted to do the right thing?  “Lambeth 
need to talk to us” 

• What is their vision?  Concerns that the Regeneris report was “it” 

• Does the community actually want a big retail heart – certainly don’t see the 
area as a “destination” (no transport capacity) 

• Very keen to have a wider pavement onto Norwood road. 
 
 

 
Tom Venebles 
 
Jobs: 
 

• Jobs for local people were one of the most important issues. 



• Table liked the idea of using the down stairs office space as a community hub 
/ social enterprise for start-up/touch down space 

• This needs to be affordable, potentially supported by the Council (similar 
scheme set up at Loughborough Junction by Lambeth) 

  
Proposal: 
 

• Cold and lacking in architectural merit 

• Looked too tall – needed to understand in context of York Hill 

• Some members of the group considered there should be more car parking 

• Maybe have  town houses, rather than flats. 
  
Wider “Retail Heart” ideas: 
 

• Waylett Place could become a public square, with improved street 
connections through Laundry site – could be used for regular markets and 
West Norwood feast. 

• Group appeared happy to retain existing shop/building frontages, rather than 
redeveloping the lot. 

• Important to make provision for sustainability. 
  
Design – would like to see more effort made in developing design to reflect good 
quality architecture. 
 
 
 
Mark Fairhurst 
  
Present (13) 
  
Philip Virgo, Marjorie Virgo, Rob Andrew, Lynda Hayward, Charles Hayward, 
Stephany Black, Hilary Friend, Ben Collins, Nick Foster, Maureen Chudzynski, Gloria 
Orosungunleake, Mark Fairhurst, Tomas Denhof 
  

• Is the larger/original Site 18 Scheme still a runner?  

• Would Lambeth consider a reduced Site 18 Plan – Iceland to B&Q and 
behind? 

• Have Greencourt (GC) really explored the possibility of a single development 
(limited time) – transparency required mindful of Richard Balmforth’s 
statement about his not having been approached?  

• Do the people of WN actually want a single developer – the effect might be 
overbearing for a small town centre? Perhaps 3 conceptual alternatives 
should be put to the people to consider based on a single scheme and a 
couple of ‘piecemeal’ development options 

• Would a medium size upmarket supermarket (Waitrose/M&S Foods) be 
popular? 

• Notwithstanding that GC stated that it was 85% likely they would develop the 
scheme if pp were obtained, there is a suggestion that they are land 
speculators and would have no long term interest in WN   



• Mindful of GC being about to submit a planning application, NPA needs to 
prepare an outline case quickly to indicate the ‘direction of travel’ that the 
community is taking   

• Commercial space: consider restricting use to start ups on discounted rent for 
a period of time and no right to convert to residential – all s/to investigation 
about demand for such space 

• If the big plan is still a runner, the commercial space would be valuable to a 
big retailer fronting Norwood Road with extensive, low rent space at the rear 

• The residential element could be wholly ‘build-to rent’ for the benefit of the 
transient population of WN 

• Consider building the residential space as micro -units again to meet the 
demand of a young, transient population 

 
Supplementary Notes from Mark Fairhurst 
 

• Importance of sustainable development and possibility of passive house zero 
carbon design. 
 

• Concern over existing parking pressure with introduction of car free 
development. 
 

• They have only owned the land since January therefore not long enough to 
seriously assemble larger development site. 
 

• Potential for renting to social enterprise businesses. 
 

Also two of the members on the table are also architects who are interested in 
further involvement: 
Ben Collins (Architect at John Pawson) E: bd.collins@btinternet.com. 
Thomas Denhof (Interest in Passive House Design and sustainability) E: 
info@denhof-design.com. 
 
 
 
Kate Aan De Wiel 
 
What are your comments on Greencourt 
What are your comments on further development of Site 18 
Are there other general comments on neighbourhood planning for Norwood 
 
(Present 12) 
 
Phil Good, Fiona Reid, Derek Marks, Derek Marks, Vanessa Adams (AECOM), 
Sophie Doyle, David Silke, Darren Meeks, Adrian Venediti, Jodi Lomax, Richard 
Moore, Kate Aan de Wiel 
 

• Commercial space, will it be used? 

• V3 the development under IRA Court on Norwood Road – what will be done, 
what evidence is there for office space 

mailto:info@denhof-design.com


• Richard quoted demand for office/home spaces – no parking spaces for 
these. 

• Waylett Place car park should be enlarged or underground 

• Not enough engagement with public. Disruption will be huge. Best to see as a 
whole comprehensive development, problem of funding the social housing 

• Problem of island site; may have to be sold at a discount. Development may 
not be a mixed one which seems reasonable but what about density of 
population. What is being done about this? 

• What is the viability of parking? Parking in Waylett Place is inadequate. Are 
statistics known about car ownership so we know what is realistic re car 
numbers and parking needs.  

• Visually negative? If used to pull in further development it is not attractive. Site 
should be developed as a whole. 

• Support for B & Q. There should be a stake-holder. 

• Lambeth seems reluctant to engage in a KIBA.  

• Business space not part of parking allocation. If business use wanted then 
business parking should be provided. What about delivery space for business, 
waste collection and services access 

• Needs a joined-up, holistic approach 
 
 
 
 
 


